
Microsoft, Ushahidi & PDLC
Cathedral vs. Bazaar



It distinguishes between two 

distinct styles of development.

Cathedral: Software carefully 

and quietly crafted by individuals 

within an isolated, mostly secret 

development team. 

Bazaar: Chaotic, babbling open 

source development, 

miraculously coherent amongst 

both the signal and the noise of 

the crowds.





Commercial Software

$1 million to $40 million 

Games, Office, Adobe

Custom Software

Millions of dollars

Space shuttles, super computers….

Top-Down

Centralized

Innovative code

Solves “killer apps”







Thus, the Unified Model now contains:
1.carbon dioxide

2.heat from the sun (radiation)

3.rain

4.clouds

5.land surface type

6.ice 

7.40 levels of the ocean

8.38 levels of the atmosphere

9.Volcanoes & ash

10.carbon cycle

11.atmospheric chemistry

12.vegetation interaction



Coastline is now 35 km detail.



The dynamical core for the Met 

Office's Unified Model

The fully compressible, nonhydrostatic, 

deep-atmosphere equations in spherical 

geometry. In the shallow-atmosphere 

approximation the terms in yellow boxes are 

dropped and in the hydrostatic approximation 

the term coloured red is dropped.

The current dynamical core for the Met 

Office's Unified Model is based on a semi-

implicit semi-Lagrangian discretization of the 

fully compressible, nonhydrostatic Euler 

equations.

The New Dynamics dynamical core is based on the fully 

compressible, nonhydrostatic Euler equations which 

enables it to be used over a wide range of scales - from 

very high resolution convection permitting scales (of order 1 

km) to hundreds of kilometres in climate models run for 

centuries.

The same model is used for NWP and climate, in both 

global and LAM configurations. The LAMs, therefore, use 

lateral boundary conditions generated from a model using 

the same science.

The system of equations is solved using a predictor-

corrector technique employing semi-Lagrangian advection 

and semi-implicit time stepping. The continuity equation is 

used in Eulerian flux form to conserve mass since such 

conservation is considered vital for long climate simulations. 

The correction step uses a linearised form of the equation 

of state to obtain a three-dimensional, second-order PDE 

for the pressure increment. This PDE has variable 



Space Weather



Weather Station Ocean Data Logger



Satellites



UK Meteorological Office (Met) Computer 
1.forecasts: water (shipping), weather events, typhoons, hurricanes, floods, 
volcanic ash, air quality
2.consistently ranked in top 3 for global weather forecast
3.gathers info from weather satellites, dataloggers, processes in 2 IBM 
supercomputers
4.tracks the fluid exchanges of mass and energy between millions of points in 
the atmosphere
5.software - "Unified Model" - over 1 million lines of code

6.two months to boot
7.consumes more energy than 2000 homes
8.weights ton and half, takes of 5 m of floor space
9.cost  33 million pounds (2012)



Actually, the 33 

million is out of date 
now. The new 

computer they want 
(2020) is 







Smaller apps/Web development

Ushahidi, Candy Crush

Continual re-release

No clear leader, open-source

Innovation is in idea, not in code

Maybe coded by a few people

Basic functionality – ‘killer apps’ are rare

$100/programmer/hour ish



BazaarCathedral







Phases of PDLC

• There are 4 phases of the PDLC

• A. Analysis: the overall idea of the game is developed.

• B. Design: the detailed plan for the game is created.

• C. Coding: the program is coded and tested.

• D 1. Reflection: the program is sold and the sales performance is 
evaluated.

• D 2. Maintenance: providing help and bug fixes for your program



Analysis



Define your problem.



Need to be identified



User-focus groups



Interviews with Client



Example Problem: Run MS Word in the Cloud



Identify the hardware 
and software you will 
be working with.



Really old 
version of Word

Interface 
entirely dictated 
by screen and 
hardware.





Does you client need it?



Analysis Phase Summary         1
 End result: Overall idea for the game is 

decided

 Includes: 

1.Define the problem

2.Brainstorming 

3.Interviews

4.High concept statements

5.Pitch the concept

6.User focus groups

7.Develop a specifications list

 Jobs? Analyst, CEO



Design













If the characters form a valid word.





Design Phase 2
 End result: Detailed plans for the game 

 Includes:

1.Flow charts, Structure Chart

2.Memory Diagrams

3.Detailed character designs

4.Music composition & recording

5.Artwork

6.Writing story line

7.Design prototypes

8.Level design

 Jobs? Writer, Musician, Graphic Designer, 

Artist, Code Designer, Voice Artist



Code











Word 2000







User Help



Testing





Beta Testers



First Playable
Alpha

Code Freeze

Beta
Gold 
Master

A game takes roughly 2 yrs in production. ¾ of that time is in testing.



Coding Phase 3
 End result: The game is coded and tested. 

 Includes: 

1.First Playable (basic code)

2.Add comments

3.Write ifs, loops, methods

4.Alpha test (internal testers)

5.Code Freeze (stop adding new)

6.Beta test (external testers)

7.Gold Master (complete game)

 Jobs? Programmer, Lead Programmer, 

Tester



Evaluation
Maintenance



On-line Reviews



Blog Posts



Sales 
Figures











Reflection Phase 4
 End result: Game has been 

marketed and sold. 

 Includes:

1.Marketing

2.Sales

3.Reflection

4.Plan sequel

 Jobs? Sales Analyst, Advertiser



PDLC Maintenance Phase                                  5

1.Occurs after the software is working and is released.
2.Programmers need to add features, fix bugs and patch 

security holes.
3.Users need to be trained, and assisted when they run into 

troubles
4.Costs: on a custom system, it is  500% the cost of the 

original software Much more expensive than buying the 
software.

Jobs: Help Desk, Support and Training, Field Service 
Technician





Analysis



Kenya, civil unrest following elections in 2007-2008



Ory Okolloh –
blogger, 
activist, 
writer….





Design







Code







Evaluation
Maintenance





at The Fletcher School in Boston 
tracking any available sources of 
information coming from the 
earthquake hit Haiti and submitting 
them to Ushahidi.














